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OF MODERNITY

design

Delicacy
Square within
a square

FUNCTIONS

AMBIENCE
Feel like a relaxed ambience or one
as active as your day? Create an
atmosphere for each and every moment
with valena.

Neutrality
Float
PUSH BUTTON DIMMER
with a simple touch, adapt
the light intensity to match
your changing needs.

Contemporary

OF MODERNITY

design

“The subtle curves of the
switch and the delicacy
of the lines give lightness
to the product. Valena
Life’s identity lies, above
all, in its details.”
Florent Glenisson
Designer of the Valena Life range,
Legrand Group.

FUNCTIONS

AMBIENCE

LCD RADIO
TUNER
Set the mood
with the radio or
MP3 music or put
your mind at rest
with a baby
monitor or an
intercom, with
this multifunctional sound
system.

TWO-WAY
SWITCH
enjoy the
freedom of
controlling your
lighting from two
different points.

SCENARIO
CONTROLLER
Save your lighting
and ambience
desires with four
customisable
settings – easily
manageable from
your smartphone
or tablet.

OF DESIGN

design

FUNCTIONS

CUSTOMIS D
CLIMATE

it’s as simple as the push of a button: adapt
your environment to your mood – from
temperature control to the level of sunlight.

MODERNISED
FINESSE
SENSIBILITY
PLAY WITH LIGHT
SUBTLETY
FLOOR HEATING THERMOSTAT
Feeling cosy or feeling cool?
your comfort at your fingertips,
and under the soles of your feet.

FUNCTIONS

ROLLER BLIND SWITCH
too much sunlight, or not
enough? effortlessly raise
or lower blinds with the
click of a switch.

VENTILATION CONTROL
Create a light breeze
or a stronger blow with
a simple touch.

ILLUMINATED TWO-WAY
SWITCH
No more scrambling for the
switch, this soft glow guides
you through the dark.

GATEWAY TO MOBILE
DEVICES
Control your settings
wherever you are with your
smartphone or tablet.

CLIMATE

LATEST TRENDS

design

PLANET

FUNCTIONS

Be kind to the planet and your wallet.
reduce your energy consumption and
ease your conscience with valena.

ORIGINALITY
TIMELESS
EVER-EVOLVING
INNOVATIVE
DETAIL
ON-TREND
ENERGY SAVING SWITCH
a switch automatically turns
the lights off - for those times
when you forget.

rOyal whITe

LATEST TRENDS

design

Inspiration can be found
wherever the eye wanders.
Our efforts continually focus
on incorporating innovative
new details while remaining
true to our design heritage.
The result is a timeless range
that speaks to the changing
trends.

FUNCTIONS

TIMER SWITCH
Programme the lighting
timer to your specific needs
and put an end to wasteful
habits!

MOTION SENSOR
Practical and energy
efficient, these adjustable
motion-sensor lights
illuminate when you need
them, and not when you
don’t!

PROGRAMMABLE
THERMOSTAT
Schedule temperature
changes so your comfort
level is adapted to your
lifestyle.

CONSUMPTION INDICATOR
Keep a close eye on your
consumption with this up-tothe-minute information.

PLANET

ARTFUL FUNCTION

design

FUNCTIONS

HAVEN

Put your mind at ease with enhanced security
products to protect your family and your home.

The purity of the concept
expertly combines design
elements that are both
simplistic and transformative.
The new innovations make
way for an entirely unique
experience.

CHILD-PROOF SOCKET
worried about wandering fingers? install
sockets which won’t compromise your
children’s safety.

lInk

FUNCTIONS

PORTABLE LIGHT UNIT
Keep calm during a power
cut - this wall-mounted
device turns on and can be
used as flashlight.

WATER LEAK DETECTOR
this alarm warns of leaky
pipes and forgotten taps.

AUTOMATIC SKIRTING
LIGHT
Motion sensors illuminate
dark paths so you can always
see where you’re heading.

GATEWAY TO MOBILE
DEVICES
ward off potential thieves
by controlling lights and
shutters with your
smartphone or tablet,
while you enjoy your peace
of mind.

HAVEN

EXPECTATIONS

FUNCTIONS
FinisHes

SENSATION

ever feel like your electric devices are
cluttering your interiors? valena provides
practical solutions for the home which fit in
perfectly with your surroundings.

PERSONAL
TOUCH
EXPRESSIVE
SOPHISTICATION
IMAGINATION
SIMPLICITY
RADIO MODULE AND CONTROL
Upgrading your home doesn’t always
require construction work! Control
your devices remotely without
installing wiring inside your walls.

CLASSIC

FinisHes

FUNCTIONS

SENSATION

IvOry

MOBILE SOCKET
AND CONTROL
Control your lamp
from a distance
using this
wireless switch.

whITe

whITe-chrOme

IvOry-gOld

pearl

SOCKET WITH USB
Keep your options open with
this dual function outlet for
USB and traditional plugs.

EXPECTATIONS

FUNCTIONS
FinisHes

CONNECTION
valena life brings the world to your
fingertips – and information streaming
through your devices. Being connected has
never been easier!

each person’s aesthetic
preferences are as varied as
the endless shades of grey
- from the most expressive
style to one that whispers
simplicity. valena life invites
you to adorn your home with
accents that are perfectly you.

MYHOME SCREEN 10
Create an ambience, see
who’s at the door, add
a soundtrack to your day all through a single screen.

BOLDLY
EXPRESSIVE

FinisHes

WORLD

FUNCTIONS

HDMI SOCKET
Never miss a beat with a high
quality connection between all
of your devices.

rOyal IvOry

lIme

TerracOTTa

rOyal whITe

lInk

DOUBLE USB
CHARGING
SOCKET
low battery?
No vacant
sockets?
legrand has
your
solution.

adrIa

BLUETOOTH AUDIO
ADAPTER
wirelessly connect your
audio device to
loudspeakers - then sit
back and let the sound
envelop you.

TRULY
CONTEMPORARY

FinisHes

FUNCTIONS

lIghT wOOd

alumInIum

BASIC CONTROL
light or shutter control made
easy! Combine a few simple
devices to create a home
automation system.

SCENARIO
CONTROLLER
dinner with a special
someone? Party with
your friends? with preset lighting and
ambience preferences
your desired mood is
just a click away.

MOTION SENSOR
these programmable motion
sensors illuminate hallways
or rooms as and when you
desire.

WEBSERVER
you’re in charge, and it’s
simple - control each device
function from inside your
home or remotely.

InOx sTyle

cOpper sTyle

dark wOOd

HOME

FORM
BOLDLY
EXPRESSIVE

Timelessly
classic

whITe

TURN ON
YOUR LIFE
CREATE
AN ENERGY
LIVE
BETTER
Truly
conTemporary
CHANGE
YOUR
DAILY LIFE
whITe-chrOme

IVORY

IVORY-GOLD

LINK

With its sophisticated style
and inspired innovations,
Legrand’s Valena range invites you
to turn on your life. Today, Valena
Life is personified by the conviction
that a wiring device allows you to
transform your daily life.

PEARL

cOpper sTyle

ALUMINIUM

InOx sTyle

DARK WOOD

royal ivory

LIGHT WOOD

LIME

royal white
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